
 
 

Bio Randy Mitchmore, D.D.S. 
 
Dr. Randy Mitchmore’s life always circles back to a smile. All of his experience has taught him 
that listening to his patients and sharing a genuine smile is the most important thing he can 
give. 
 
Randy Mitchmore, D.D.S. of Houston has taken his four decades of training and experience to 
become an industry leader high-end dental implants and restoration surgery. As a young man 
full of talent and determination, Dr. Mitchmore set about learning his craft at the University of 
Houston and graduated from the University of Texas School of Dentistry where he earned a 
Doctor of Dental Surgery degree at only 24 years old. He would go on to receive seven 
additional degrees and certifications, including Advanced Business Training from the Schuster 
Center, a certificate from the American Dental Implant Association and a Mastership Award 
from the Academy of General Dentistry. The two-time published author was also named the 
“Dentist’s Dentist” in mid-2000s after developing successful dental training workshops for 
dentists around the world. 
 
The combination of expertise and compassion is at the heart of his practice, LifeSmiles by Dr. 
Randy Mitchmore, located in Houston, Texas, which is known for its spa-like offerings and the 
most advanced dental technology and procedures. The unique culture is dedicated to creating 
an anxiety-free comfort zone with pampering perks, like warm blankets, playing soothing music 
during procedures, hand-written thank you notes, post-surgery goody bags and optional gentle 
IV sedation.  
 
Dr. Mitchmore’s corporate charity is supporting Survivors of Intimate Partner Abuse (Domestic 
Violence) and restoring smiles damaged by physical abuse for free. He is currently the 
Volunteer Chairman of the Montrose Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone to help rebuild the 
infrastructure in Montrose. In addition, he volunteers his time, treasure or talents to assist the 
Human Rights Campaign, The Mankind Project and the Montrose Center. He previously served 
as a Trustee for Bering Omega, The Black-Tie Dinner, and the Chairman of the Nationwide Give 
Back A Smile program.  
 
In 1999, he collaborated with the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry to develop the 
“Give Back a Smile” program to help victims of intimate partner abuse with damaged smiles. 
Since the program's inception, AACD member dental professionals and labs have volunteered 
time and expertise to of more than 1,800 people for a total dollar value of more than $17 
million. There are currently around 100 people receiving smile restorations across the United 
States.  
 



He also founded “Smiles for Soldiers” to recognize the sacrifice made by servicepeople in the 
military, gifting one selected veteran life with a new smile. During the peak of the 2020 
pandemic, Mitchmore created the “Share a Smile” program in order to raise money and 
awareness for the local Houston Food Bank.  


